Begin by measuring your Bible. Record those measurements here:

- Height: ____
- Width*: ____
- Depth (thickness): ____

*Measure separately and add: back cover + spine + front cover

Use these labels to identify your fabric pieces:

- **Outer Fabric**
  - Height + 2” × Width + 2”
  - _____ × _____
  - *trim to match lining after quilting

- **Lining**
  - Height + 1” × Width + 1”
  - _____ × _____

- **Interfacing**
  - Height + 1” × Width + 1”
  - _____ × _____

- **Fusible Fleece**
  - Height + 2” × Width + 2”
  - _____ × _____
  - *trim to match lining after quilting

- **Cover Pocket**
  - 8” × Height + 1”
  - 8” × _____

- **Cover Pocket**
  - 8” × Height + 1”
  - 8” × _____

- **Handle**
  - 4” × 13”

- **Button Loop**
  - (Depth × 2 + 2¾”) × 1½”
  - _____ × 1½”

You will also need:
- (1) 8” ribbon
- (2) small symmetrical ShabbyShapes™
- (1) ¾” button
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